
               Nature provides no standard of length
               Nature provides no standard of volume
               Nature provides no standard of weight
                           

               Nature provides three standards of time
                  The moon marks the number of days in a month
                  The sun and stars mark number of days in a year
                  The sun and stars divide the day into 360 parts

A pendulum can convert this fraction of a day 
into an accurate standard of length 

THE PENDULUM AND THREE STANDARDS THAT MEASURED THE ANCIENT WORLD

And the Mystery of the Parthenon revealed

Roland A. Boucher  MS Yale 55,   Retired                                                                                     Sigma Xi Orange County  CA Chapter



The Sumerian one second Pendulum and the first Metric System

The Sumerians Created a Measurement System

 nearly identical to

THE ONE SECOND PENDULUM SYSTEM PROPOSED BY 
THE FRENCH IN 1723

This method was adopted by the Egyptians and Minoans

  Resulting standards spread throughout the Mediterranean 

Trade eventually spread them as far as Japan and England

These Standards have been studied for the past 150 years 

No Basis or Formula for their development was discovered

Such a Basis or Formula Does Exist



The Great Pyramid at Giza 2600 BC

Four figure accuracy carved in stone

The Average length of each side is 230.35 meters constructed within one part in 10,000
Aligned to true north within 4 minutes of arc. Each side constructed within 0.2 minutes of arc

Four figure accuracy carved in stone

Perimeter is 1/2 minute of arc on the polar circumference of the Earth constructed within 0.21%



The Parthenon in Athens Greece  480 BCE

 Its width of 100 Attic feet is 0.9997 Arc sec on the
 Polar Circumference of the Earth

This Width at 30.861 meters is 0.094% longer than an Arc sec at the local latitude.



 Breakthrough -The Ancient Sumerian Step was one French meter long
 The Ancient Sumerian Standard of length was nearly identical to the Meter proposed by the French in 1723. 

This French Meter was 993.7 mm,  the length of a one second pendulum.
The corresponding liter contained 981.22 cu cm   This volume of water @ 25 deg C weighs 978.3 grams 

The length of the Sumerian Step or Double Cubit is 1.0003 of these French Meters
 The Sumerian Sila (liter) and Double Mina (Kilogram) were 1.0009 of the French Values

This accuracy could only have been established using a pendulum

 

Sumerians and other Ancient Civilization used the length of a pendulum to 
develop their standards of length.  These pendulums were adjusted to swing a 
number of periods equal to the number of days in a year during the time it took 

the sun (stars) to move that same fraction of a day or multiples thereof. 

BUT HOW ?
What if the Sumerian Standard Pendulum swung 360 periods during 1/360 day
           This is too short but one which swings for 3/360 day (3 Gesh) is perfect

The Ancient Sumerians unit of time was the gesh which was four minutes long. 
It divided the day into 360 parts just as their calendar divided the year into 360 days.

Text

A E Berriman in a 1955 article reported that an example of a Sumerian Mina N ( British museum  # 91005)   had a mass = 978.3 gram



The Egyptian pendulum swung 366/2 Beats during 1/366 Celestial day 
one half the length of this pendulum was 82 cm

The length of the Egyptian cable was 366 x 82 cm = 300 meters

       Egyptian Standards of length
         The length of the Egyptian djser (foot) of 16 lines*  was = 299.5mm  
         The length of the Reman was 20 lines  = 374.4 mm**
         The length of the Cubit was 24 lines = 449.27 mm
         The length of the Royal Cubit was 28 lines = 524.15 mm            
         EgyptianStandards of Volume
          The volume of the Old kingdom Khar was 2/3 Royal Cubic Cubits = 96.0 liters
          The volume of the Old kingdom Hinu (Pint)” was 1/200 Khar = 480 cu cm
          The Volume of the New Kingdom Hinu (pint) = 1/200 Std Cubic Cubit= 453.41
         Egyptian Standards of Weight
           The Old Kingdom Deben = 13.6 gm  unrelated to volume = 2 minoan or 3 Sumerian gold standards

           The New Kingdom Deben = weight of 1/1000 Std Cubit Cubit of water = 90.7 gm

                                                       

The Second Option- The Standards of Ancient Egypt circa 3000 BCE

The Cable of 1000 Egyptian feet was 2.58% smaller than 1/360 deg 
  5000 Reman was 1.54% larger than 1 min of arc on the Polar Circumference of the Earth

T The ext
The Perimeter of the Great Pyramid at Giza was 1/2 min of arc on the Polar Circumference of the Earth within 0.2%



    

      

        

 

 The Third Option - Venus and The Minoan Standards of Length

The Planet Venus is closer to the Sun than the Earth and orbits it in 244 days. By viewing Venus when it is in 
opposition its motion cancels out some of the apparent motion caused by spinning Earth. This adds one second 
to the period which would be provided by a star.

The Minoan pendulum swung 366/2 Beats during 1/365.25 Celestial day 
The length of a Minoan Cable was 366 x 82.95 cm = 303.6 meters

      Minoan Standards of length
      The length of a Minoan Foot was 303.6 mm
     
     Minoan Standards of Volume  
        The “Amphora“ (Bushel) = Volume of one cubic foot = 27.9837 liters
        The “Pint” = 1/64 “Bushel” = 437.245 cu cm
    
      Minoan Standards of Weight  
        The Talent = the weight of one Amphora of water at 20 deg C = 27,933.4 grams
        The Mercantile Pound = the weight of one pint of rain water = 436.5 gram 
        The Troy Pound = the weight of 1/60 “Amphora” of grain = 373.12 grams

Note: 6000 minoan feet = 1821.60 meters or 1.653 percent less than the average Geodetic Nautical Mile.
Sir Arthur Evans reported both the 303.6 mm standard of length and a talent of 27900 gm on crete



Minoan foot was immortalized in the Magna Carta of 1215 

 

(There is evidence that the Minoan pendulum length can also be found in construction of the stonehenge)

    In England Minoan Foot of 303.6 mm immortalized in the Magna Carta of 1215

1 Minoan Cubic Foot (27.983 liters) was established as the English Bushel

1/8 Bushel was established as the English Gallon

1/64 Bushel was established as the English Pint

1/64 Bushel filled with rain water was established as the Mercantile Pound

1/60 Bushel filled with grain was established as the Troy Pound
 

In Europe Minoan Foot established as the Stadtschuh at 304.0 mm in the Canton of Basel

In Japan Minoan Foot established as the Shaku at 303 .0 mm



The Width of the Parthenon in Athens 30.862 meters
This is almost exactly one second of Arc on the Polar Circumference of the Earth

THIS IS DUMBFOUNDING ACCURACY

British Imperial pound leads to unexpected explanation
In 1592 Queen Elizabeth 1st declared the British pound = 7000 grains

Based on the Etruscan pound of 6992 grains)

Etruscan pound = 1/64th of an ancient Talent Weight of 29000 gm

29000 gm “Octopus” Talent Weight found at Knossos in 1901 by Sir Arthur Evans 

 Ancient Talent was the weight of one Amphora of water at room temperature

This Amphora  contained the volume of a  307.4 mm cube of water at 20 deg C 

Sir Arthur Evans described it as of Egyptian Origin

History of British Pound Reveals the mystery of the Parthenon 

This has been a mystery since Stuart (1787) and Penrose(1888) and was later discussed by  Berriman (1953) and Kollerstrom (2005)



The Octopus Weight Excavated in 1901 by Sir Arthur Evans in Knossos Crete.

 An 8 foot “Octopus” Pendulum would have swung 150 Beats during 1/366 Solar day 
    The Octopus foot = 307.41 mm,  the volume of the  Amphora = 29051 cu cm

This volume of water at 20 deg C weighs exactly 29000 gm

         This Pendulum when moved North to the latitude of Athens and with Venus as a clock

Produces a Parthenon (Attic) foot of 308.61 mm
This is 1.00094 local or 0.9997 average arc seconds on polar circumference of the Earth

Replica Octopus Amphora  £ 565 

This pendulum in the new world could produce the Ancient Olmec 1.54 meter standard of length



Octopus Talent/Amphora memorialized the Great Pyramid of Giza 

Cole measured the average length of a Pyramid side to be 230.364 m  while Petrie measured the length to be 230.348 m

This Pendulum formula would establish the width of the Pyramid at 230.358 meters
When accurately measured by both Petrie and by Cole It was found to be 230.356 meters 

Its avg. width is 2 mm less than calculated from the Octopus Amphora

Ancient Egyptian Astronomers determined the Polar circumference of the earth
 at mid Egyptian latitudes with an accuracy of 0.21 percent

The Great Pyramid of Giza was the Proof for all to see

 Width of the Octopus Amphora calculated at the latitudes of Egypt = 307.144 mm
The length of a pendulum which beat 60 times  in 1/366  solar day = 15.357 meters = 50 Octopus feet

The Perimeter of The Great Pyramid of Giza is
 60 such Pendulum lengths

or 1/2 minute on the polar circumference of the earth 



In Summary

• All four standards were developed through the use of a pendulum

• All four standards divided the day only by the numbers 360 or 366

• The Pyramid proved Egypt had determined the polar circumference of the earth

• The Minoan Standard spread to early England and is immortalized in the Magna Carta

• The Romans used the Attic Standard in a ratio of 24/25 maintaining its precision

• Using the numbers 360,365 and 366 and 24/25 100 potential standards were possible

• The resulting proliferation of standards in led the French back to the one sec pendulum

• This led to the present day metric system



IN CONCLUSION

The use of a pendulum to develop standards of length in 
the ancient world should no longer be in doubt. 

The accuracy with which the Ancient Egyptians could 
measure angular position of the stars as demonstrated by 
the alignment and dimensions of the Great Pyramid (Petrie 
1877) should also leave no doubt that the Egyptians 
had calculated the polar circumference of the Earth.



  
  THE PENDULUM, THREE STANDARDS THAT MEASURED THE ANCIENT WORLD

and THE MYSTERY OF THE PARTHENON
ROLAND A. BOUCHER

, 

11 Deerspring Irvine California 92604 rolandfly@sbcglobal.ne

We will show how a simple pendulum can be used to create a uniform, easily replicable system of 
measurement and how the Ancient Mesopotamians in the third millennium BCE developed standards of 
measurement which are entirely consistent with one based on the length of a pendulum with a 1 second beat. 

Just as the metric system would establish similar length-based standards 5000 years later, the Sumerians used 
the length of this pendulum to create all their standards of length, distance, volume, and weight. It appears that 
the Egyptians improved on the accuracy of this concept by using the stars to time their pendulum. Later the 
Minoans on Crete would use the planet Venus when in opposition as their clock.

These three concepts spread throughout the Ancient world from Britain in the West to China and Japan in the 
East.  Examples of the third can be found not only on Crete but in Okinawa Japan, and in medieval England 
where they are immortalized in the Magna Carta of 1215. The old saying “a pint a pound the world around” 
had been true for over 3000 years.

 Finally we will show that the width of the Parthenon in Athens was designed to be 1/30 the perimeter of the 
Great Pyramid of Giza using the original Egyptian pendulum formula. The resulting Pendulum when 
transported from Memphis to Athens increased in length with the increase in gravity. The resulting width of the 
Parthenon was 1/3600 degree on the polar circumference of the earth within a five figure accuracy.  This level 
of accuracy has confounded scholars for 150 years.  It was not dumbfounding. It was just dumb luck.

 This Abstract and Oral Presentation to be made at the 96th  Annual Meeting of the Pacific Division of the
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION for the ADVANCEMENT of SCIENCE,

San Francisco State University, San Francisco, California  June 14 - 17, 2015
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Appendix # 1   Pendulum feet  

The length of a Pendulum can be established in even number of feet for easy reference

1 Egyptian Foot = 300 mm               8 ft pendulum length when 605  beats =  2/366 Star day   (470.82 sec)

2 Minoan Foot   = 303.6 mm            8 ft  pendulum length when 605 beats =  4/366 Venus day (473.1 sec)

3 Pyramid ft = 307.144 mm            50 ft pendulum length when  60  beats  =  1/366  solar day   (236.55 sec)

4 Octopus Foot = 307.41 mm          8 ft pendulum length when 150  beats =  1/366 solar day     (236.55 sec)

5 Attic Foot = 308.64 mm                 8 ft pendulum length when 150 beats  =  1/366 Venus day (236.55 sec)

The 50 foot Pyramid pendulum could have been used to establish the width and perimeter of the Great 
Pyramid at Giza at 15 and 60 pendulum lengths. 2000 years later it could have been used to establish the 
width and length of the parthenon in Athens at 2 and 4 1/2 pendulum lengths



Appendix # 2   Reproducing the Sumerian Pendulum length with four figure accuracy 

increasing the relative weight of the string decreases the period
  Increasing the angle of swing increases the period

  String = 994 mm single 0.6 gram waxed Flax (Irish linen)
  Maximum Deflection of Ball = 1/10 Length = 10 cm 

  Test # 1   267 gram spherical brass ball.     Period for 100 beats was 100.21 seconds
                 ball to string weight ratio = 445

  Test # 2   67 gram spherical steel weight    Period for 100 beats now 100.00 seconds.
                 ball to string weight ratio = 112

Test location was in the greater the Los Angeles area at 33 deg N latitude.

The effects of increasing both the weight of the string and the angle of swing tend to cancel each other out



    

       

Appendix # 3 The Parthenon, The Attic Foot, and Roman measures

The Length of a pendulum timed for 150 beats in 1/366 Venus days = 8 attic feet resulting in an attic foot of 308.64 mm

Attic Standards
       Foot = 308.61 mm = 16 daktyloi
       Stadia of 600 attic feet = 185.166 meters
       Milion of 8 attic stadia was 1481.328 meters 
       Amphora = 1 Attic cubic foot = 29,392 cubic cm      
       Talent = weight of 1 Amphora of water at 20 deg C = 29,339 grams   
       Mina = 1/60 Talent = 489 gm ( French Livre = 489.5 gm =  7554 grains)

Roman Standards
       Foot = 600/625 Attic feet =  296.2656 mm
       Stadia of 625 feet = 185.166 meters
       Mile of 5000 feet = 1481.328 meters
       Amphora = 0.884736 attic Amphora =1 Roman cubic foot = 26,004 cu cm
       Talent = weight of 1 Amphora of water at 20 deg C = 25,957 grams
       Sextarius = 1/48 Talent = 541 grams (544 gm Berriman p31)
       

The Width of Parthenon = 100 Attic feet = 30.861meters



Appendix #4 Our Curious British Imperial System of Measure

The British Imperial Foot and Furlong
The Doric Foot may have taken a curious part in the development of the modern British 
Foot. The length of the Anglo-Saxon Furlong (201.2 meters) is approximately 625 Doric 
feet. This Furlong was the standard for land measurement in early England.

In 1592 Queen Elizabeth 1st declared the British Foot to be 1/660 of a Furlong or 
(304.8 mm) and the British Statute Mile to be exactly 8 Furlongs or 5280 feet..

The British Imperial pound and the French wool pound

In 1592 Queen Elizabeth 1st declared the British pound to be the French/Etruscan Wool 
pound of 6992 grains increasing its weight to a round figure of 7000 grains

The French/Etruscan “wool” pound developed from a pendulum formula operated at the Latitude of Knossos Crete.
 It produced a foot of 307.4 mm, an Amphora of 29.052 liters and a weight of water at 20 deg C of 29000 grams

 This weight was immortalized as the so called ”Octopus Weight”  Discovered by Sir Arthur Evans in 1901.  

 The Etruscan Wool pound was 1/64 of this Octopus weight = 453.125 grams or 6992 grains

  



Appendix # 5  Reproducing the Sumerian Pendulum length with four figure accuracy 

My first 994 mm experimental pendulum was constructed with a single 0.6 gram waxed Irish linen string and 
a 267 gram spherical brass weight. The average period for 100 beats was found to be 100.21 seconds. A 
second pendulum was constructed using the same string but with a lighter 67 gram spherical weight. The 
period for 100 beats was now 100.00 seconds.  The test location was in the greater the Los Angeles area at 
33 deg N latitude.

A ball bearing pivot was used 
to suspend the pendulum

A rubber band tensioner  was used when 
adjusting the length of the pendulum string.

Increasing the weight of the string lengthens the pendulum while increasing the angle of swing make it shorter  these factors tend to cancel each other



Appendix # 6  Etruscan Standards of Measure

   The Volume of the Etruscan  Amphora is that of a cube 303.0794 cm wide
   The Minoan foot = 303.6 mm = 1/8 the length of a  pendulum which beat 605 times in  4/366 Venus days              
   The Etruscan Amphora of 303.08 mm = 1/8 the length of a  pendulum which beat 303 times in  2/366 Venus days 
 
    The Etruscan “wool” pound was developed from the 29000 gram  “Octopus” weight 
    discovered by Sir Arthur Evans in 1901. in Knossos Crete.  The volume of this weight of water at 20 deg C would  
    be 29052 cu cm.  The Equivalent cubic foot would have a dimension of 307.4 mm  
    A “Gallon”  of 1/8 Amphora would have a volume of  3631.5 cu cm
   A “Pint” of 1/64 Amphora would have a volume of  453.9375 cu cm
   The weight of this pint of water at 20 deg C = 453.122 grams

1    Early Etruscan  Standards of Volume  -------------   (Zupko p8)
                1 Amphora = 27.84 liters                                                                                           
                1 Congius  = 1/8 Amphora = 3.480 liters
                1 Sextarius = 1/6 Congius  =  580 cu cm
                1 Quartarius = 1/4 Sextarius = 145 cu cm
                The Weight of one Etruscan  Amphora of water at 20 deg C = 27.79 kilograms 
                The Weight of 1/100  Etruscan Amphora of water at 20 deg C = 277.9 grams 
                The Weight of 1/100  Etruscan Amphora of water at 20 deg C = 1.00032 Old Etruscan pounds

 2 Early  Etruscan  Standards of Weight  ------------------- (Zupko p7)
               Prior to 268 BC the standard for all Roman Weights was the as or old Etruscan or Oscan pound
               1 Old Etruscan pound = 4210 grains =  277.81 grams
               1 Old Etruscan ounce = 1/12 pound = 351 grains = 22.73 grams     

The Etruscan Wool pound was 1/64 of this Octopus weight = 453.125 grams or 6992 grains
  



Appendix #7   Combinations using of 360, 366, and 365.25 soon appeared

Variations of the foot derived from the Sumerian pendulum formula

With a cable of 360 lengths it became the Pied de Terre at 357.2 mm in Bordeaux France
With a cable of 360 lengths it became Royal chi at 358.2 mm. by the Zhou Dynasty in China
With 360 beats and 360 lengths it became the Shin Ch’ih (318 mm) by the Zhou Dynasty in China 
With 360 beats and 360 lengths it became the standard foot in the cities of Bern and Innsbruck Austria.
 
With 360 beats and 365 lengths rather than 360 it became the Doric Foot (322 mm) in Greece. 
With 360 beats and 366 lengths rather than 360 it became the Luwain pous (323 mm) in Anatolia. 

 Variations of the Egyptian foot of 299.5 mm
 We were unable to identify any variations in the Egyptian linear measurements

 Variations of the Minoan foot of 303.6 mm

 With a cable of 365 lengths rather than 366 it became the Fuss (303.0 mm) in Linz Austria 
 With a cable of 365 lengths rather than 366 it became the basis for the Etruscan Amphora. 
 With a cable of 366 lengths but at the 26 deg N latitude it became the Shaku in Okinawa Japan

The RI of 12960 shaku whose length =1/10,000 the polar circumference of the earth could be considered an oriental kilometer



Appendix #5  The Ancient Talent mina and ShekelAppendix # 8   Ancient Talent, and Mina,

Talent  weight found  by Sir Arthur Evans in 1901 at Knossos (Sir Arthur Evans page 342 )
Two Octopus  @ 29,000 gm    1/64 = Wool lb @ 453.125 gm  Etruscan Wool pound @ 6992 grains
                         Octopus  Amphora @ 29000 gm = 29051 cu cm @ 20 deg C  - foot = 307.41 mm
                         Pyramid Amphora  @  28922 gm = 28974 cu cm @ 20 deg C - foot = 306.96 mm
                         Atttic Amphora       @  29336 gm = 29.386 cu cm @20 deg C -  foot =308.60 mm

Talent weights reported by Dr. R Paribeni at Hagia Triad   (Sir Arthur Evans page 342 )
One Austrian        @ 32000 gm   Amphora =  32058 cu cm  foot =  317.7  mm (Bern and Innsbruck ft) 
Four Babylonian  @ 29,400 gm   1/60 = Mina @ 490 gm     Sila = Volume of 1/10 Pendulum cubed
One Egyptian       @ 27,000 gm   1/60 = Light Mina @ 450 gm  Hinu = 453.4 cc = 1/200  Cubic Cubit

One Minoan        @ 27,900 grams 1/64 = Pound @ 437.2 gm Pound= 437.4 gm Magna Carta of 1215
                            1/60  Minoan Amphora  @ 0.8 density = Troy Pound = 372 gm  Magna Carta of 1215
One Etruscan     @ 27,300 gm  1/100  = Pound @ 272.8 gm     Prior to 268 BCE   Zupko page 7
                                                 

Other Talent weights found  at Hagia Triad  
2 @  29,500 gm          1 @  27,600 gm     1 @  29,200 gm        1 @  29,300 gm                   
1 @  29,900 gm          1 @  30,333 gm      1 @  30,700 gm        1 @  30,900 gm       

Evans,  A. J. 1906 “Minoan weights and mediums of currency from Crete, Mydena and Cyprus”
Corolla Numismatica, Essays in Honor of Barclat V/ Head: 336-67 Oxford University Press


